Subarachnoid hemorrhage and systemic lupus erythematosus.
The frequency, clinical profile, treatment and outcome of subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) in patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) were assessed retrospectively, based on the case records of SLE of the Jichi Medical School Hospital over a 20 year period. Clinically defined SAH was found in 10 (3.9%) out of 258 SLE patients, which represented a frequency higher than previously assumed. Five patients had active SLE and lacked an apparent cause of SAH, other than SLE. A high mortality rate (5/5), no visible aneurysm on angiogram (3/4), and an onset during intractable SLE or after discontinued or no steroid therapy because of medical noncompliance (4/5) were characteristic of patients with active SLE, and thus an earlier successful suppression of SLE, if possible, might have prevented their SAH. In contrast, in the 5 patients with inactive SLE, 2 out of 3 saccular aneurysms were successfully clipped and small bleeding of one patient without aneurysms remitted spontaneously without the need for additional steroid therapy. When one death, which occurred outside of medical care, was excluded, the survival ratio of the hospitalized SAH patients with inactive SLE was significantly better than that with active SLE (3/4 versus 0/5, P=0.0476). In conclusion, the relatively common occurrence of SAH in SLE patients, and a significantly different clinical impact of SAH in respect to active and inactive SLE, were suggested from the results.